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 FASHION { Banjul }

APP’Y SKIING 
How many times have you wasted valuable ski time stuck in a 
chairlift queue, or lost contact with your friends on the slopes? 
New for the 2015-16 season is YUGE, an integrated app and web 
site covering the Paradiski area in Savoie Mont Blanc. Check the 
snow conditions, locate yourself and your friends on the map,
find something to eat, monitor queues, share your photos, and
lots more besides. Wi-fi terminals have been installed on the 
slopes to make the whole thing run smoothly. paradiski.com

 FLY TO GENEVA SEVEN TIMES DAILY

A RUNWAY SUCCESS 
Brussels Airlines is delighted to be 

sponsoring the fourth Fashion Weekend 
Gambia, the high-profile showcase for 

local designers’ creations. The secret to 
FWG’s success is that it’s one of the 

only international fashion fairs at which 
the audience can interact with the 

designers, ordering bespoke items from 
the creators themselves. Gambian 

design stars and FWG regulars Ziza and 
Yaws will be displaying new work, and 
there’ll be plenty of newcomers seizing 

the opportunity to turn some heads. 
One to watch is last year’s featured 
designer, Ndeyfatou Ceesay of Noir, 

who wowed the crowds at Africa 
Fashion Week London in August. Other 
names to remember are Lilly Ceesay of 
Lilleo and the scene’s rebel, Medoune 
Gaye of Star Fit (pictured left). Model 

Rama Barry is the event’s brand 
ambassador: follow her hashtag 

#FaceOfFWG2015.
4-5 December, facebook.com/

FashionWeekendGambia
 FLY TO BANJUL FOUR TIMES WEEKLY
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PERSPECTIVE

 DESIGN { Milan }

 TECH { Geneva }

Heron chic

Exquisite hand-painted delicatedly embroidered silk wall coverings are
a speciality of Milan-based brand Misha. Designs that take their inspiration 
from ancient techniques are reinterpreted with contemporary Italian flair. 
Patterns can be adapted to accommmodate specific wall dimensions and 
colourways customised to suit individual requirements.  This design, White 
Heron, comes in a single panel measuring 90cm x 240cm or can be made-
to-measure. A standard panel costs €645. mishawallpaper.com

 FLY TO MILAN LINATE AND MILAN MALPENSA THREE TIMES DAILY
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